Abstract-The recently emerging High Speed Downlink Packet buffer level Access (HSDPA) enhances conventional WCDMA systems ac-from runnin cording to the UMTS standard with data rates of up to 14MBit/s Due to th in the downlink direction. This is achieved by using adaptive data rate on modulation and coding as well as a fast Hybrid Automatic Repeat ta ratelo Request (HARQ) mechanism. This functionality is implemented the relativel close to the air interface in the Node B. In addition to the data correspondir buffer in the RNC, this requires a second data buffer in the flow control Node B. Consequently, a flow control mechanism is needed which be able to r controls the amount of data to be transmitted from the RNC's buffer to the Node B's buffer. The spatial separation of RNC and as fast as ne Node B imposes significant signaling constraints and control dead when usLng time limitations to the flow control mechanism. Additionally, due lead to a ratl to the time-varying nature of the radio channel, the data rate Schedulin towards a particular user may be highly variable. In this paper, been addres. we study the impact of the flow control on system performance. sche We will show that it is essential to jointly consider scheduling duling a and flow control in an HSDPA system as the constraints imposed In [3], Kold by the flow control may dominate the system performance.
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Fair (PF) scl nel conditior I. INTRODUCTION approach to In the past years, WCDMA networks based on the UMTS different use standard have widely been deployed. In these systems, several in HSDPA 4 Node B base stations are connected to a Radio Network Legg presen Controller (RNC) via the lub interface. The RNC implements paper, we sti all relevant radio protocols, such as the Radio Link Control and highligl (RLC) and the MAC-d, while the Node B is a mere slave the interpla3 device, responsible for the actual physical transmission on the control for d air interface. As the RNC and the attached Node Bs are usually become obv distributed over several sites, the data link between a Node B control and and the RNC introduces a significant additional delay.
of HSDPA With the evolution of 3G systems, UMTS has been extended signaling co by High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA). HSDPA system perf provides increased data rates in the downlink direction of up improve the to 14MBit/s. It 
introduces an additional functional layer in
This pape the protocol stack, namely the MAC-hs layer. The MAC-hs investigated functionality is implemented in the Node B, which allows a III, the flow much faster reaction on errors and variations of the channel Section IV quality, compared to protocols implemented in the RNC. This algorithms i allows for fast adaptations of the modulation and coding bility condit scheme as well as for a powerful HARQ mechanism [1] .
As the HSDPA functionality is distributed, two separate data buffers are required in the RNC and Node B, respectively. A System C Consequently, a data flow control is needed which controls
The basic the amount of data to be transmitted from the RNC's buffer to single-cell the Node B's buffer. This flow control is typically located in (UEs) connt [2] .
iing investigates the performance of Proportional heduling, in HSDPA systems under non-ideal chann reporting. In [4] , Aniba and Aissa enhance the PF provide fairness, when channel conditions towards ers are heterogeneous. The issue of flow control systems has rarely been addressed so far. In [5] , its an optimized lub flow control algorithm. In this tudy the delay performance of the lub flow control ht related performance problems. We investigate y between the Node B schedulin, and the flow lifferent mobility and scheduling scenarios. It will iious that it is necessary to jointly consider flow scheduling in order to evaluate the performance systems. We will show that flow control related )nstraints have a significant impact on the overall formance, and we will explore possibilities to performance under the given constraints. r is structured as follows. Section II introduces the system and the corresponding model. In section control and scheduling algorithms are introduced. addresses the problems inherent to flow control in combination with different schedulers and motions. Finally, section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL )verview scenario is shown in Fig. 1 B. Simulation Model All simulations were performed using an event-driven simulation tool, which was implemented usin, the IKR SimLib [6] . The HSDPA network was modeled with all its relevant RLC, MAC-d and MAC-hs protocols. The physical layer was modeled based on BLER-curves obtained from physical layer simulations including HARQ. Transport formats (TF) on the MAC-hs layer were selected based on the channel quality such that the BLER is 10%. We assumed ideal conditions for the reporting of Channel Quality Indicators (CQI) from the mobile terminals to the Node B, i.e. zero delay, in order to isolate the performance influence of the flow control. The maximum number of MAC-hs retransmissions was limited to Rmax,hs, and the maximum number of RLC-retransmissions to Rmax,r1c = 10. The maximum RLC window size was assumed to be unlimited in order to avoid side effects in the results. We neglect the convergence layer, as it only introduces a very small overhead in a single-cell environment.
III. FLOW CONTROL AND SCHEDULING
A. RNC / Node B flow control
The flow control process regulates the transfer of RLC blocks from the RNC to the Node B. In order to provide a fair treatment of all data flows, each connection has its own independent flow control process. The general concept is shown in Fig. 2 for one data connection: IP packets arriving at the RNC are first stored in RNC input buffers with one buffer per data connection. The RNC segments and concatenates, respectively, incoming data packets into RLC blocks (S/C). These RLC blocks are protected by the RLC layer's ARQ mechanism and transmitted to the Node B, where they are stored in individual Node B buffers, also known as HS prioritv queues. For our simulations we have chosen the memory large enough to avoid side-effects caused by limited buffer sizes. Furthermore, we assumed that all data flows have the same priority.
The flow control tries to keep track of the dynamic radio channel. It controls the transfer rate Ri of RLC blocks to the Node B so that the waiting time of data blocks in the Node B does not become too large. On the other hand, it tries to provide sufficient RLC blocks so that the Node B buffer never runs empty.
In general, flow control mechanisms are vendor specific. In the following, we present a generic algorithm in order to study some basic performance issues. The goal of our algorithm is to tune the buffer level for every data flow so that a predefined queuing, time Bw -Ro0Tw (1) where R0 is the bit rate of RLC frames transmitted for the first time over the radio channel for the considered connection.
Hence, R0 corresponds to the data connection's effective channel bit rate. This value has to be measured and, in order to be accurate enough, this measurement value has to be averaged over a certain period of time Tm. However, the longer this measurement period, the more obsolete is this value.
The flow control tries to compensate the difference between the desired buffer level Bw and the actual level B within a period of Ta/Ca, with 0 < a < 1. As soon as the flow control is aware of the new measurement values, a new transfer rate Ri is calculated which is in use for the next update period: R mtmax (0,Ro+,a,Bw -) (2) Consequently, for every data flow during the next update period T, the RNC may transfer a maximum data volume Di:
This is performed by issuing resource grants to the RNC in regular intervals of TTIRLC -lOms, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . These resource grants are sent periodically with an update interval period of T, That is, the Node B signals TU/TTIRLC resource grants to the RNC at the end of each update interval (cmp. Fig. 3 Fig. 2 . It does not take into account the RNC queuin, delay, which is mainly determined by the traffic source behavior. In the static scenario, the channel remains constant for all transmission attempts of a data block.
Consequently, the loss probability is 10% for the first and virtually zero for the second transmission attempt due to the HARQ mechanism, which explains the optimal curves for Rmax,hs > 1. In contrast, in the mobile scenarios, the loss probability is significantly larger than zero for retransmissions, as the channel quality changes in-between transmission attempts. As In contrast, the mobile scenarios lead to a highly timevariant data rate towards each terminal. Consequently, the adjusted data rate Ri becomes less accurate as the update period increases, and the flow control may transfer too much data to the Node B buffer in time periods, where the wireless link's actual data rate is already much smaller. Due to this effect, we expect the delay performance to worsen as the update period increases. Consider the MobileRR case in Fig. 8 . As soon as the update period increases, the tail of the delay ccdf becomes significantly larger. For T1, = 30 and 50ms, there is virtually no difference in the delay ccdf for Rmax,hs = 2 and Rmax,hs = 4. The delay performance worsens in the case of a PF scheduler, as shown in Fig. 9 , since the PF scheduler produces a more variable data flow (cmp. section III-B).
The update period can be kept small by spending more signaling overhead. Alternatively, it can be kept variable, adaptive to the channel characteristic and traffic volume. In contrast, the dead time Tp cannot easily be influenced, as it mainly constitutes of signaling delay and processing overhead.
Figures 10-12 show the ccdf of the delay Tqa for the three scenarios and a short update period T, -lOms. As before, the 
